ACTIVATIONS

Hourglass Lash Bar

La Bouche Rouge Lipstick Case Customization

Acqua di Parma Handpainted Manolo Blahnik Signed Sketches

Burberry Belt Bag Installation

Longchamp x Shayne Oliver

ACTIVATIONS

Scott of Moschino Levinson, Candice Pool of Finn, Jeremy of Carbon & Hyde, Greg Lauren, Jeffrey Martine Ali, Jackie Cohen of My Story, Collaborative Communities

4:30 – 5:15 Out of the Gloss

3:15 – 4:00 2:00 – 2:45

4:30 – 5:00 6:30 Special Musical Performance

6:00 – 6:30 Mathematics

2:30 – 4:00 Simihaze

1:00 – 2:30 Siobhan Bell
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